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This book contains the first three of J.S. Bach’s solo violin Sonatas and Partitas arranged for mandolin. The goal of the material is to make learning these challenging pieces easier. Mandolin tablature is included throughout the book. Mandolinists who have little or no experience reading standard notation will find this to be an essential learning tool. For good reason, there has been widespread interest in learning these pieces in the mandolin community. The pieces were originally written for violin. As a result, Bach's use of string crossing patterns and open-string pedals work brilliantly on the mandolin. Also, as solo works they are a useful addition to anyone's performing repertoire. Lastly, even if never performed, learning all or some of these is wonderful for building mandolin technique. Violinists often say that if you can play the Bach Solo Sonatas and Partitas you can play anything-the same is certainly true for mandolinists.

J. Michael Leonard has transcribed two excellent editions of the Bach Partitas, one for flute and one for clarinet. The partitas were taken from those volumes and transcribed for guitar. The goal was to make these absolutely beautiful pieces of music accessible for the guitarist who may not be a virtuoso in ability. Where necessary the pieces were transcribed into "guitar friendly" keys and the articulation markings were edited so that the slurs and ornamentations would lie well on the guitar fingerboard. The pieces may be performed by either a fingerstyle or classic guitarist or with the use of a flatpick. These pieces should be ideal in concert, recital or festival.

Reprinted from the renowned Bach-Gesellschaft edition, this work features the complete Sonatas and Partitas for Unaccompanied Violin and the six Sonatas for Violin and Clavier. The music has been reproduced in a size large enough to read easily, with large noteheads, wide margins for notes, and lay-flat pages.

The complete six Sonatas and Partitas for solo Violin (BWV 1001-1006) by Johann Sebastian Bach
transcribed for guitar in standard notation and tablature. Composed between 1714 and 1720 but not published until 1802, Bach's Sonatas and Partitas are an essential part of the violin repertoire, and they are frequently performed and recorded. The pieces often served as archetypes for solo violin pieces by later generations of composers. Sonata No.1 in G minor BWV 1001 Partita No.1 in B minor BWV 1002 Sonata No.2 in A minor BWV 1003 Partita No.2 in D minor BWV 1004 Sonata No.3 in C major BWV 1005 Partita No.3 in E major BWV 1006

The Sonatas and Partitas for solo violin (BWV 1001–1006) consist of three sonatas da chiesa in four movements, and three partitas in dance-form movements. The set was completed by 1720, but was largely ignored at first. Today, Bach's Sonatas and Partitas are an essential part of the violin repertoire.

These arrangements of many pieces by J.S. Bach make a great composer's works accessible to the mandolinist. Since the bulk of the music has been adapted from various suites, sonatas, and partitas, the authors provides an explanation of each dance form and other similar pieces. Includes: 'Bauree Angloise' from Partita in A Minor for solo flute; 'Marche' from Anna Magdalena Back Book; 'Fantasie' from Partita No. 3 in A Minor; and more. In notation and tablature. Includes a CD which contains 13 of the 26 solos.

J. S. Bach's Sonatas and Partitas for solo violin, fully transcribed for the mandolin. Transcribed by a mandolinist, the tablature finger positions have been carefully devised in order to include all voices from Bach's manuscript, with consideration of their intuitiveness for the player. Includes all pieces from the 3 Sonatas and 3 Partitas.

The Sonatas and Partitas for solo violin (BWV 1001?1006) consist of three sonatas da chiesa, in four movements, and three partitas, in dance-form movements. The set was completed by 1720, but was largely ignored at first. Today, Bach's Sonatas and Partitas are an essential part of the violin repertoire. 67 pages.

Classical guitarists---both students and professional performers---require the same high-quality editions that their pianist colleagues have come to expect from Alfred Music. Our Classical Guitar Masterworks Editions continue the Alfred Music tradition of providing carefully edited, beautifully presented music for practice and performance. This edition of J. S. Bach's masterpieces for solo violin, artfully transcribed for classical guitar by renowned performer, recording artist, and pedagogue Nicholas Goluses, is an essential addition to any classical guitarist's library. Including a thoughtful, scholarly preface on the art of transcribing Bach for the guitar, drawn from Goluses' doctoral dissertation, studying this edition will be edifying for any serious classical guitarist. Goluses' approach to putting these pieces on the guitar, and his thoughtful fingerings, will help overcome the complexities of playing this important and challenging music.

Focuses on the differences and controversies regarding the interpretation of J.S. Bach's solo violin Sonatas and Partitas, particularly the Sonata No.1 in G minor. Through an in-depth study of scores, interviews, and recordings, the author shows how she believes the music of J.S. Bach should be properly interpreted and why performers should not aim to imitate a style of playing based on when a certain composer lived.

Did Mrs Bach write some of our greatest musical works? It's not often that one of the world's greatest composers is accused of plagiarising his wife's work, but an Australian musical expert has cast doubt on whether Johann Sebastian Bach wrote all his own material. Conductor Martin Jarvis believes Bach's cello suites were composed by the German musician's second wife, Anna Magdalena Bach (1701-60). He takes us on an intriguing journey of speculation and discovery to uncover the truth and rewrite some musical wrongs. When ABC 'AM' broke the story, it was wired all around the world and created a sensation in music circles. Category: MUSIC / BIOGRAPHY

Contents: Vorwort bull; Hinweise zur Interpretation (H. Szeryng) bull; Allgemeine Erlauml;uterungen (G. Kehr) bull; Sonata I (BWV 1001) bull; Partita I (BWV 1002) bull; Sonata II (BWV 1003) bull; Partita II (BWV 1004) bull; Sonata III (BWV 1005) &
J.S. Bach's BWV 1001-1006 Sonatas and Partitas have become a staple for violinists the world over. Many editions exist, this is one of the more popular editions edited by Hubert Léonard and Édouard Nadaud. This is a reissue of the Costallat et Cie, printed in Paris, plate 1304. Reprinted here by Edition Fleury 2013. 55 pps, Glossy Cover. As with all Edition Fleury publications, blank staff paper and section for teacher notes are present in the back of the book.

A violin solo with piano accompaniment composed by Johann Sebastian Bach.

Known around the world for his advocacy of early historical performance and as a skilled violin performer and pedagogue, Stanley Ritchie has developed a technical guide to the interpretation and performance of J. S. Bach's enigmatic sonatas and partitas for solo violin. Unlike typical Baroque compositions, Bach's six solos are uniquely free of accompaniment. To add depth and texture to the pieces, Bach incorporated various techniques to bring out a multitude of voices from four strings and one bow, including arpeggios across strings, multiple stopping, opposing tonal ranges, and deft bowing. Published in 1802, over 80 years after its completion in 1720, Bach's manuscript is without expression marks, leaving the performer to freely interpret the dynamics, fingerings, bowings, and articulations. Marshaling a lifetime of experience, Stanley Ritchie provides violinists with deep insights into the interpretation and technicalities at the heart of these challenging pieces.

"This document contains an analysis of the recreated Richard Luby Edition of two contrasting movements, the Adagio and Fuga, from J.S. Bach's Sonata in G Minor for Solo Violin. Dr. Richard Luby was a professor of violin and chamber music at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill from 1979 until his unexpected death in 2013. He mentored students who now play with orchestras and teach at universities around the world. He also maintained an international reputation as a teacher and performer, particularly in the area of Baroque performance practice. J.S. Bach's Sei Solo a violino senza Basso Accompannare are central to the violin repertoire and were among Luby's favorite pieces to teach and perform. These sonatas and partitas were a regular part of his students' study and he performed the entire cycle twice in Chapel Hill. After his passing, the score with his bowings and fingerings for these pieces was not found. Luby's technical markings for the Adagio and Fuga from the G-Minor Sonata have been reconstructed from a video of a 2012 public performance he gave and from markings from scores of students who studied with him. Analysis of these fingerings and bowings in comparison with Bach's 1720 manuscript and twenty-one published editions of the sonatas and partitas--the bulk of what is available today--shows that the Richard Luby Edition of Bach's Sonatas and Partitas for Solo Violin is unique yet within the bounds of common practice violin playing. His edition emphasizes faithfulness to Bach's original score and long musical phrases."--Abstract from author supplied metadata.

This book examines the nature of musical performance. In it, Dorottya Fabian explores the contributions and limitations of some of these approaches to performance, be they theoretical, cultural, historical, perceptual, or analytical. Through a detailed investigation of recent recordings of J. S. Bach's Six Sonatas and Partitas for Solo Violin, she demonstrates that music performance functions as a complex dynamical system. Only by crossing disciplinary boundaries, therefore, can we put the aural experience into words. A Musicology of Performance provides a model for such a method by adopting Deleuzian concepts and various empirical and interdisciplinary procedures. Fabian provides a case study in the repertoire, while presenting new insights into the state of baroque performance practice at the turn of the twenty-first century. Through its wealth of audio examples, tables, and graphs, the book offers both a sensory and a scholarly account of musical performance. These interactive elements map the connections between historically informed and mainstream performance styles, considering them in relation to broader cultural trends, violin schools, and individual artistic trajectories. A Musicology of Performance is a must read for academics and post-graduate students and an essential reference point for the study of music performance, the early music movement, and Bach's opus.

Dr. Lawrence Golan's edition of Bach's masterpieces for solo violin combines the authenticity and accuracy of a Scholarly Urtext Edition with the practicality and helpfulness of a Performing Edition.
Dr. Lawrence Golan's edition of Bach's masterpieces for solo violin combines the authenticity and accuracy of a Scholarly Urtext Edition with the practicality and helpfulness of a Performing Edition. A facsimile of Bach's autograph manuscript was used in the preparation of this edition and the composer's intentions have been preserved to the last detail. Of particular note is the fact that all stems have been beamed together as they appear in the autograph manuscript. This is of great importance when making interpretive decisions regarding dotted rhythms. Helpful fingering and bowing suggestions are provided by the editor, but are clearly distinguished from Bach's original notation, allowing the performer the freedom to accept or reject any given suggestion. The volume comes complete with Dr. Golan's essay "Performing Bach: Dotted Rhythms and Trills in the Sonatas and Partitas for Solo Violin," which also includes scholarly discussions of vibrato, fingerings, bowing styles, and ritardandos in Baroque music. The inclusion of this comprehensive study of Baroque performance practices makes this edition a must for any violinist interested in performing the Bach Sonatas and Partitas in an historically informed manner.

J.S. Bach's sonatas and partitas for solo violin have been central to the violin repertoire since the mid-18th century. This engaging introduction to these works is the first comprehensive exploration of their place within Bach's music, focusing on their structural and stylistic features as they have been perceived since their creation. Combining an analytical study, a historical guide, and an insightful introduction to Bach's style, this book will help violinists, scholars, and other listeners develop a deeper personal involvement with many aspects of these wonderful pieces.

J.S. Bach's Three Sonatas for Solo Violin exhibits formal coherence on three levels: first, through every movement; second, through the four movements in every Sonata; and third, through the three Sonatas in the set. The first issue has been treated in my previous thesis concerning the first statement and its development throughout the movement; this thesis will discuss the latter two subjects. The Fuga in each Sonata becomes the central movement due to its exceptional musical weight. The other movements surround the Fuga functionally: the first movement as a prelude, the third as a tension-reliever, and the fourth as a brilliant finale. Not only do the general figures on the surface support the function, the formal activities in each movement do as well. At the same time, the formal congruity between the four movements is observed in the choice of tonality, sectionalization, uses of motives, etc. After an analysis of each Sonata's formal character based on the coherent compositional scheme, a meta-analysis is possible to determine the characteristics that shape the Three Sonatas as a whole. This thesis provides analyses of each movement, each sonata, and the entire set of Three Sonatas, concentrating on how the set is bound closely together through formal correspondences. Its chapter arrangements are: I. Introduction, II. Position and Function of Each Movement, III. Coherence and Individuality of Each Sonata, IV. Musical Characteristics of the Set of Three Sonatas as a Whole, and V. Summary and Conclusion.

J.S. Bach's BWV 1001-1006 Sonatas and Partitas have become a staple for violinists the world over. Many editions exist, this is the ORIGINAL manuscript facsimile written by Bach's own hand. 41 pps, Glossy Cover. As with all Edition Fleury publications, blank staff paper and section for teacher notes are present in the back of the book.
Manuel Barrueco, famous international guitar virtuoso, has transcribed three of Bach’s solo violin sonatas for guitar. This edition corresponds to his new EMI Classics recording on CD.